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We reported previously that the stability of all mammalian phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase-related protein kinases (PIKKs) depends on their interaction with Tel2, the ortholog of yeast Tel2 and Caenorhabditis elegans Clk-2. Here we provide evidence that Tel2 acts with Hsp90 in the maturation of PIKK complexes. Quantitative immunoblotting showed that the abundance of Tel2 is low compared with the PIKKs, and Tel2 preferentially bound newly synthetized ATM, ATR, mTOR, and DNA-PKcs. Tel2 complexes contained, in addition to Tti1–Tti2, the Hsp90 chaperone, and inhibition of Hsp90 interfered with the interaction of Tel2 with the PIKKs. Analysis of in vivo labeled nascent protein complexes showed that Tel2 and Hsp90 mediate the formation of the mTOR TORC1 and TORC2 complexes and the association of ATR with ATRIP. The structure of yeast Tel2, reported here, shows that Tel2 consists of HEAT-like helical repeats that assemble into two separate α-solenoids. Through mutagenesis, we identify a surface patch of conserved residues involved in binding to the Tti1–Tti2 complex in vitro. In vivo, mutation of this conserved patch affects cell growth, levels of PIKKs, and ATM/ATR-mediated checkpoint signaling, highlighting the importance of Tti1–Tti2 binding to the function of Tel2. Taken together, our data suggest that the Tel2–Tti1–Tti2 complex is a PIKK-specific cochaperone for Hsp90.
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Tel2 has long been an enigmatic gene, implicated in a myriad of apparently unrelated biological processes in worms, budding yeast, and fission yeast (Hartman and Herman 1982; Lustig and Petes 1986; Lakowski and Hekimi 1996; Shikata et al. 2007). An explanation for these varied phenotypes emerged from the finding that mammalian Tel2 is required for the stability of all phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase-related protein kinases (PIKKs) (Takai et al. 2007). Tel2 associates with the PIKKs, and deletion of Tel2 from mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs) resulted in diminished PIKK protein levels without affecting their mRNA levels. For ATM and mTOR, the diminished protein levels were shown to be due to reduced stability of newly synthesized protein. However, the mechanism by which Tel2 affects the PIKKs was not elucidated.

The six mammalian PIKKs are a family of large proteins that consist of N-terminal helical repeat domains followed by a C-terminal phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)-like domain. In five of the known PIKK family members, the PI3K-like domain acts as a Ser/Thr protein kinase (mTOR, ATM, ATR, DNA-PKcs, and SMG1), while the sixth PIKK, TRRAP, lacks kinase activity (Shiloh 2003; Abraham 2004; Bakkenist and Kastan 2004; Guertin and Sabatini 2007). The PIKKs act in diverse cellular pathways. The mTOR pathway receives a number of regulatory inputs, including amino acid levels, nutrient supply, and growth factor signaling. In response, mTOR phosphorylates proteins involved in cell size control, autophagy, cell cycle progression, and proliferation. These responses are mediated by two distinct mTOR complexes, TORC1 and TORC2, which contain a common GβL subunit, but a distinct third subunit: Raptor and Rictor, respectively (Laplante and Sabatini 2009; Ma and Blenis 2009).

The ATM, ATR, and DNA-PKcs PIKKs function in pathways involved in maintaining genomic integrity. ATM and ATR sense DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) and stalled or collapsed replication forks, respectively, and in response they initiate a cascade of phosphorylation events that lead to cell cycle arrest, activation of transcription programs, and increased repair capacity (Harper and Elledge 2007; Branzei and Foiani 2008; Cimprich and Cortez 2008). SMG1 controls nonsense-mediated decay,
phosphorylating UPF1 in response to premature stop codons in mRNAs [Nicholson et al. 2010]. TRRAP regulates transcription as a component of the Tip60 histone acetyltransferase complex [Murr et al. 2007].

The folding, conformational maturation, and ligand-binding activities of a growing list of regulatory and signaling proteins require the Hsp90 chaperone protein pathway. Hsp90 assembles into an array of multiprotein complexes with additional proteins, including the Hsp70 and Hsp40 chaperones, scaffold proteins, and peptidylproline isomerases, as well as proteins that are required for specific classes of substrates, or clients [Young et al. 2001; Wandinger et al. 2008]. For example, the Cdc37 cochaperone directs Hsp90 complexes to conventional Ser/Thr kinase client proteins like Akt, Raf, and Cdk4, while a set of immunophilins that includes FKBP52 and cyclophilin 40 are in Hsp90 complexes that maintain certain nuclear hormone receptors in a ligand-binding-competent conformation [Wandinger et al. 2008]. Inhibition of the Hsp90 ATPase cycle can block the conformational maturation process, and can also result in the rapid degradation of the client protein. Because many of the Hsp90 clients include oncoproteins, Hsp90 inhibitors such as geldanamycin and its derivatives are being investigated for cancer therapy [Whitesell and Lindquist 2005; Gray et al. 2008]. Here we report that Tel2 has features of an Hsp90 cochaperone, and that the formation of several PIKK complexes requires a concerted action of Tel2, its associated Tti1–Tti2 complex, and Hsp90.

Results

Insufficient Tel2 to bind PIKKs stoichiometrically

We determined the in vivo stoichiometry of Tel2, mTOR, and ATM by quantitative immunoblotting [Fig. 1A,B]. The immunoblots were calibrated using relevant recombinant protein fragments that included the epitopes for the antibodies used. The recombinant proteins were quantified by comparison of their Coomassie staining to known quantities of bovine serum albumin (BSA), with a correction for the number of Coomassie-reactive amino acids [Lys, His, Arg] in the tested proteins and BSA. Using these calibrated standards alongside extracts from two human tumor cell lines (HeLa and the fibrosarcoma-derived cell line HTC75), the absolute abundances of the endogenous Tel2, mTOR, and ATM were estimated [Fig. 1A]. The results showed that the two human tumor cell lines contained 11,000 molecules of Tel2 and 14,000–22,000 molecules of ATM. mTOR was considerably more abundant, at an estimated 80,000–200,000 copies per cell [Fig. 1B]. Even excluding the four PIKKs whose abundance we did not measure, the total abundance of mTOR and ATM alone would be nine to 20 times above that of Tel2, suggesting that only a fraction of these PIKKs is in a complex with Tel2 at any one time. This result is consistent with the low recovery of PIKKs in Tel2 immunoprecipitations [IPs] [Takai et al. 2007].

The Tel2–Tti1–Tti2 complex contains molecular chaperones

Proteomic analysis in fission yeast identified two specific Tel2-interacting partners, referred to as Tti1 and Tti2 [Hayashi et al. 2007; Shevchenko et al. 2008]. The human orthologs of Tti1 and Tti2 (GeneID: 9675 and 80185, respectively) were also detected by our proteomic analysis of the human Tel2 complex [Fig. 1C; Supplemental Fig. 1]. To further analyze the Tel2 complex, Tel2, Tti1, and Tti2 were expressed as N-terminally Flag- [HA]2-, tagged proteins in HeLa S3 cells, and associated proteins were captured through sequential anti-Flag and anti-HA IPs. MALDI-TOF mass spectrometric analysis of the associated proteins confirmed the interaction of Tel2

Figure 1. Tel2 binds newly synthesized PIKKs in an Hsp90-dependent manner. (A) Quantitative immunoblotting for Tel2, ATM, and mTOR in whole-cell lysates of the indicated cell lines using calibration with recombinant proteins as a standard. (B) Summary of the abundance of Tel2, ATM, and mTOR as determined in A. (C) Summary of Tel2-, Tti1-, and Tti2-associated proteins detected by mass spectrometry [see Supplemental Fig. 1]. (D) Tel2 preferentially binds newly synthesized PIKKs. Immunoblots of Tel2-associated proteins in HeLa S3 cells treated with CHX (100 μg/mL) as indicated. Tel2 was isolated by Flag-HA tandem affinity purification, and the associated proteins were detected by immunoblotting as indicated. (E) Tel2 does not bind ATM phosphorylated on S1981. HeLa S3 cells expressing Flag-HA2-Tel2 were γ-irradiated [20 Gy] and lysed after 1 h. ATM was detected by immunoblotting using MAT3 [total ATM] or phospho-ATM Ab [ATM S1981-P] after Flag-HA affinity purification of Tel2. (F) Effect of the geldanamycin derivative 17-AAG [Gel] on Tel2–PIKK interactions. HeLa S3 cells were treated as in D, except that 0.5 μM 17-AAG was used to inhibit Hsp90 for the indicated times.
with Tti1 and Tti2, and revealed the presence of Pontin and Reptin in all three complexes. Pontin and Reptin (also known as Tip49A/B and RUVBL1/2) have been implicated in the function of a wide variety of nuclear protein complexes [Jha and Dutta 2009; Huen et al. 2010], and were shown recently to contribute to PIKK expression by affecting mRNA levels [Izumi et al. 2010]. In addition, the Tti2 complex contained Hsp90 as well as PIH1D1 and RPAP3, which have been reported to associate with Hsp90, Pontin, and Reptin [Jeronimo et al. 2007; Te et al. 2007; Boulon et al. 2008; Gano and Simon 2010]. The Tel2 and Tti complexes also showed evidence of an interaction with these proteins, and all three complexes contained Hsp70. These associations with molecular chaperones raised the possibility that the Tel2 complex plays a role in Hsp90-dependent maturation of PIKK complexes.

Tel2 preferentially binds newly synthesized ATM, ATR, mTOR, and DNA-PKcs

To determine whether Tel2 acts early in PIKK maturation, Tel2 complexes were isolated from HeLa cells treated with cycloheximide (CHX) to block translation. As expected, ATM, mTOR, ATR, and DNA-PKcs were recovered in the Tel2 IPs from control cells [Fig. 1D]. However, this interaction was rapidly lost upon inhibition of translation. After 30 min in the presence of CHX, the recovery of ATM, mTOR, and DNA-PKcs was strongly diminished, and the association of Tel2 with ATR was clearly affected after protein synthesis was blocked for 60 min. The interaction of Tel2 with the PIKKs diminished despite the fact that the overall levels of neither Tel2 nor the PIKKs were affected by the short-term treatment with CHX [Fig. 1D]. Furthermore, the effect was specific to the Tel2–PIKK interaction, as the binding of Tel2 to non-PIKK-interacting partners—including Tti1, Tti2, and Reptin—were unaffected [Fig. 1D]. These data indicate that Tel2 interacts with these PIKKs within 1 h of their synthesis, but not beyond that time window. Consistent with this conclusion, we found that, when Tel2 complexes are isolated from irradiated cells, the phosphorylated form of ATM was not recovered [Fig. 1E]. This result confirms that Tel2 does not associate efficiently with the activated and therefore mature form of ATM.

Inhibition of Hsp90 affects binding of Tel2 to ATM, ATR, mTOR, and DNA-PKcs

The finding that Tel2 interacts preferentially with nascent PIKKs and the recovery of several chaperones in the Tel2 complex raised the possibility that Tel2 functions in chaperone-mediated PIKK maturation. We therefore tested whether the Tel2–PIKK interaction is affected by inhibition of Hsp90 with the geldanamycin derivative 17-AAG. Tel2 complexes were isolated from HeLa cells that were treated with 17-AAG for 1 or 2 h, and the recovery of the PIKKs was evaluated [Fig. 1F]. Short-term inhibition of Hsp90 did not affect the overall levels of these PIKKs or Tel2 [Fig. 1F]. Whereas the interaction between Tel2 and Tti1, Tti2, and Reptin was not affected, the binding of ATM, mTOR, ATR, and DNA-PKcs was diminished by Hsp90 inhibition. Consistent with this finding, our previous data indicated that prolonged [16–24 h] treatment with 17-AAG substantially diminished the levels of ATM and DNA-PKcs and had a minor effect on mTOR [Takai et al. 2007], and an inhibitory effect of geldanamycin on mTOR activation has been reported [Ohji et al. 2006].

Tel2 is required for the assembly of TORC1 and TORC2

To further dissect the effect of Tel2 on PIKK maturation, we used in vivo labeling to examine the formation of TORC2 by newly synthesized mTOR and Rictor [Fig. 2A]. Consistent with previous data, at 60 h after deletion of Tel2 from Tel2–/– MEFs, the level of mTOR was slightly diminished [Fig. 2B]. Part of the remaining mTOR, presumably synthesized prior to complete Tel2 depletion, was associated with Rictor [Fig. 2C]. In order to determine whether Tel2 affected the association between newly synthesized mTOR and Rictor, a protocol was developed that combined Tel2 deletion with labeling of newly synthesized proteins with 35S-labeled methionine and cysteine. The abundance of 35S-labeled mTOR in IPs of mTOR or Rictor was then quantified by autoradiography in three independent experiments. Consistent with our previous analysis, the absence of Tel2 did not strongly affect the synthesis rate of mTOR, resulting in approximately the same recovery of 35S-labeled mTOR in mTOR IPs from cells with and without Tel2 [Fig. 2C]. The recovery of mTOR in the Rictor IP from Tel2-proficient control cells showed that the protocol reliably detected newly synthesized mTOR in association with Rictor [Fig. 2D]. Importantly, the recovery of newly synthesized mTOR in the Rictor IPs was strongly reduced when Tel2 was absent [Fig. 2D]. Similarly, inhibition of Hsp90 with 17-AAG also reduced the association of newly synthesized mTOR with Rictor.

We next examined the effect of Tel2 on the formation of the TORC1 complex, consisting of mTOR, Raptor, and GβL. Because of the paucity of antibodies to the mouse TORC1 components, these experiments employed Tel2–/– MEFs expressing Flag-tagged versions of Raptor and GβL. At the early time point examined, deletion of Tel2 from these MEFs had only a minor effect on the steady-state level of mTOR [Fig. 2E], the association of mTOR with Raptor [Fig. 2F], and the synthesis rates of mTOR [Fig. 2F] and Raptor [Fig. 2G]. However, absence of Tel2 strongly diminished the association of newly synthesized mTOR with Raptor [Fig. 2G]. A very similar result was observed with GβL, which also failed to associate efficiently with newly synthesized mTOR when Tel2 was absent [Fig. 2H–J]. The incorporation of newly synthesized mTOR into the TORC1 complex was affected by 17-AAG [Fig. 2E–J], but the effect was much less pronounced than for the TORC2 complex.

We also compared the effects of Tel2 deletion or Hsp90 inhibition with those of rapamycin, which, together with FKBP12, binds to mTOR and weakens the mTOR–Raptor
experiments. [D] As in C, but using Rictor antibodies for the IPs. [E] Immunoblots for mTOR and Flag-Raptor in cells with and without Tel2. [F, top panels] Immunoblots to detect total mTOR and Raptor, and autoradiography to detect 35S-mTOR in mTOR IPs from cells treated as indicated. [G] As in F, but using Flag IP for Raptor. The top two panels are immunoblots for mTOR and Raptor, and the bottom panels represent detection of 35S-labeled proteins. Bar graphs show the relative recovery of 35S-labeled mTOR and Raptor in the Raptor (Flag) IPs, determined based on the lanes shown above. [H] Immunoblots for mTOR and Flag-GßL in cells with and without Tel2. [I] Immunoblots to detect total mTOR, and autoradiography to detect 35S-mTOR in mTOR IPs from cells treated as indicated. The bar graph at the bottom shows the relative 35S-mTOR signal in the lanes above. [J] As in G, but using Flag IP for GßL. The top two panels are immunoblots for mTOR and GßL, and the bottom panels represent detection of 35S-labeled proteins. The 35S GßL signal overlaps with a weak nonspecific signal (asterisk). Bar graphs showing the relative recovery of 35S-labeled mTOR and GßL in the GßL (Flag) IPs, determined based on the lanes shown above.

association [Kim et al. 2002]. Although rapamycin cannot bind to the preformed TORC2 complex, prolonged rapamycin treatment has been shown to decrease steady-state TORC2 levels by inhibiting the assembly of newly synthesized mTOR into TORC2 complexes [Sarbassov et al. 2006]. Figure 2, E–J, shows that the inhibition of TORC1 assembly by rapamycin was partial and comparable with what is observed with 17-AAG treatment. In contrast, assembly of newly synthesized mTOR into TORC2 complexes was strongly inhibited by rapamycin, and again this paralleled the pronounced effects of Tel2 deletion and 17-AAG treatment (Fig. 2D).

Collectively, these data indicate that Tel2 is important for the incorporation of newly synthesized mTOR into the TORC1 and TORC2 complexes. A requirement for the human Tel2/Tu1/Tu2 complex in the formation of TORC1 and TORC2 was inferred by Kaizuka et al. [2010].

Tel2 is required for the association of ATR with ATRIP

To determine whether these results applied to other PIKKs, we focused on the ATR kinase because it has a well-described interacting partner, ATRIP, that is required for ATR signaling [Zou and Elledge 2003]. To test how Tel2 affects the formation of the ATR–ATRIP complex, Tel2F/– MEFs were infected with Flag-tagged mouse ATRIP to allow for efficient ATRIP immunoprecipitation. Using these cells, the Tel2-dependent association of newly synthesized ATR and ATRIP was monitored by coimmunoprecipitation of in vivo labeled proteins, as described above in the presence of the drugs. [B] Immunoblots for mTOR and Rictor in cells with and without Tel2. [C, top panels] Immunoblots to detect total mTOR and Rictor, and autoradiography to detect 35S-mTOR in mTOR IPs from cells treated as indicated. The bar graph at the bottom shows the relative 35S-mTOR signal in the lanes above; values represent averages, and the error bars represent the standard deviations derived from three independent experiments. [Top] Experiments evaluating the effect of Tel2 deletion. Tel2F/– MEFs were treated for 6 h with 0.5 μM 17-AAG to induce Cre and delete Tel2 (Tel2 KO) or were left untreated. Sixty hours later, the cells were labeled with 35S-methionine and 35S-cysteine for 1 h and washed with regular media before harvesting. [Bottom] Experiments evaluating the effect of 17-AAG (Gel) and rapamycin (Rap). Tel2-proficient MEFs were pretreated for 20 min with 0.1 μM rapamycin or 0.5 μM Hsp90 inhibitor 17-AAG and then labeled for 1 h as described above in the presence of the drugs. [G] Immunoblots for mTOR and GßL in cells with and without Tel2. [H] Immunoblots to detect total mTOR, and autoradiography to detect 35S-mTOR in mTOR IPs from cells treated as indicated. The bar graph at the bottom shows the relative 35S-mTOR signal in the lanes above; values represent averages, and the error bars represent the standard deviations derived from three independent experiments.
Tel2 structure and function

Tel2 domain organization, crystallization, and structure determination

The Tel2 structure was determined using budding yeast Tel2 (residues 1–688) that contained an internal deletion (residues 387–427) (Fig. 4A). The deleted region is highly susceptible to proteolytic digestion, is poorly conserved, and consists predominantly of polar and charged residues (Supplemental Fig. 2). Proteolysis of this region resulted in the chromatographic separation of the flanking N-terminal and C-terminal structured portions, suggesting that it is a flexible linker that links two independently folded structural domains. Crystals of the internally truncated budding yeast Tel2 (hereafter, scTel2) formed in space group \( P2_1 \) and contained four molecules in the asymmetric unit. The structure was determined by the single-wavelength anomalous dispersion (SAD) method using selenomethionine-substituted scTel2, and was refined at 3.1 Å resolution to a free \( R \)-factor of 23.9\% (Supplemental Table 1).

scTel2 structure

As predicted from sequence analyses (Anderson et al. 2008), Tel2 is a helical repeat protein in which pairs of interacting helices pack side by side to form a superhelical assembly, or \( \alpha \)-solenoid [Andrade et al. 2001b]. The scTel2 helical repeats fold into two distinct solenoids that essentially correspond to the two structural domains identified by limited proteolysis.

The N-terminal solenoid (hereafter, NTD) consists of residues 1–354 and contains 21 \( \alpha \)-helices (\( \alpha_1 \)–\( \alpha_{21} \)) [Fig. 4B]. The chain then folds back, and residues 355–386 extend toward the middle of the NTD, packing with NTD residues along the way. This extended segment leads to the C-terminal solenoid (hereafter, CTD, residues 428–688), which has 11 \( \alpha \)-helices (\( \alpha_{22} \)–\( \alpha_{32} \)). The CTD projects away from the middle of the NTD, in a nearly perpendicular orientation [Fig. 4B]. In the crystals, the NTD and CTD domains pack loosely through a handful of residues that are not conserved. Because proteolysis of the NTD–CTD linker results in the dissociation of the two domains on gel filtration chromatography, we presume that this NTD–CTD association is either weak or absent in the full-length protein.

The helical repeats of the NTD solenoid are rather irregular, exhibiting a wide range of intra- and interrepeat packing angles, with several extra helices in between repeats (Supplemental Fig. 2). A structural homology search with the program DaliLite (Holm et al. 2008) identified significant structural relatives only for the last...
three repeats (α15–α21), with root-mean-square deviations (RMSDs) of 2.9–3.2 Å over the Cα positions of ~110 residues [Z scores of 8.1–8.7] (Supplemental Table 2). The closest structural homologs are the VHS domain of STAM1 and a portion of importin β, which belong to the HEAT repeat family of superhelical proteins, and in particular to the IMB subfamily [Andrade et al. 2001b]. Compared with the prototypical HEAT repeats found in the protein phosphatase 2A 65-kDa constant regulatory subunit [Pr65A], the IMB subfamily is more degenerate, lacking, for example, the characteristic Pro-induced bends on the outer helices (the repeat helix on the convex surface of the solenoid is referred to as the outer helix, while that on the concave surface is referred to as the inner helix), as well as the common interrepeat salt bridges [Andrade et al. 2001b]. One property of the last three NTD repeats that matches well to the VHS domain is a pronounced kink in the middle repeat that diverges from a regular repeat structure. In the STAM1-VHS domain, this kink forms part of the ubiquitin-binding site [Ren and Hurley 2010]. The corresponding region of Tel2 is involved in packing with the extended polypeptide segment that follows the last NTD repeat.

The CTD solenoid contains a more regular arrangement of four repeats (α24–α31), and a terminal helix (α32) that caps the last repeat. A DALI-like search identified several structures with substantial structural homology across the entire length of the CTD [Z scores of ~11] (Supplemental Table 2). These include the prototypical HEAT repeat protein Pr65A (3.5 Å RMSD over 164 residues; Z = 10.6) and the TOG domain of a family of microtubule-binding proteins (3.0 Å RMSD over 164 residues; Z = 11.3). Several conformational features characteristic of the Pr65A HEAT repeats are variably present in the Tel2 CTD. These include a proline-induced kink in the outermost repeat helix (at Pro625 of repeat 4), as well as an interrepeat Arg/Lys–Asp/Glu salt bridge (Lys644–Glu681 between repeat 4 and α32). One area of divergence from a canonical HEAT repeat arrangement is the packing angle between the second and third repeats, which has a negative twist (approximately −30° angle between helical axes) compared with typically small twists in canonical repeats. This results in a surface crevice centered on the second helix of repeat 3 (α29), flanked by the second helices of repeats 2 and 4 (α26 and α31). Interestingly, a very similar interrepeat packing feature with a large negative twist and surface crevice occurs in Pr65A, and this similarity likely contributes to the high score of the structural alignment between the two proteins [Supplemental Fig. 3]. In Pr65A, this crevice is involved in binding the catalytic subunit of protein phosphatase 2A, and, as discussed below, sequence conservation suggests that the analogous Tel2 CTD region may be involved in protein–protein interactions as well.

Evolutionarily conserved elements of the scTel2 structure

As a first step in identifying the functionally important regions of the Tel2 structure, we mapped orthologous sequence conservation onto the structure. Because Tel2 orthologs exhibit overall low sequence conservation, we used the structure of scTel2 to guide a multiple sequence alignment using the Indonesia program [D Madsen, P Johansson, N Johansson, S Arent, MR Harris, and GJ Kleywegt, in prep.]. In this alignment, the NTD displays less conservation than the CTD, with 12.2% and 19.8% identity, respectively, between the human and yeast sequences [Fig. 5A; Supplemental Fig. 2]. The overall sequence similarity is not uniformly distributed, with conserved residues clustering near the end of the NTD (residues 328–358) and in the middle portion of the CTD (residues 499–626), excluding its disordered region [550–610].

When the conservation is mapped onto the solvent-accessible surface of scTel2, the conserved NTD residues cluster in a single surface patch formed by the last two helices of the solenoid (α20 and α21) [Fig. 5A,B, Supplemental Fig. 2]. The best conserved of these residues are Leu333, Arg341, and Met345. They are mostly solvent-exposed, although they still have structural roles. Their side chains make van der Waals contacts to each other, while Arg341 also makes a hydrogen bond to the backbone carbonyl group of Ser335, and Met345 also packs with Tyr358 [Fig. 5B]. The conservation of these residues, while attributed in part to their structural roles, indicates that this region plays an important role in Tel2 function, especially in the background of much lower conservation in the rest of the NTD, including its buried structural residues [Fig. 5A, Supplemental Fig. 2].

On the CTD, the conservation maps to a wide surface band that encircles the middle portion of the domain [helices α27–α30] [Fig. 5A; Supplemental Fig. 3]. This band of surface conservation is significantly larger and more diffuse than that of the NTD, encompassing the second helix of repeat 2 (α27), the entire repeat 3 (α28–α29), and the first helix of repeat 4 (α30). Within this broad band, the tip of repeat 3 (α28–α29 loop) stands out with a cluster of five highly conserved residues [Phe526, Ser531, Leu532, Gln534, and Arg535] [Supplemental Fig. 3A]. Here, Ser531 and Leu532 are mostly solvent-exposed, with few apparent structure-stabilizing roles, while the Arg535 side chain hydrogen bonds to a pair of backbone carbonyl groups of the α28–α29 loop, stabilizing the local conformation of this loop. Phe526 and Gln534 have more extensive structural roles, stabilizing interrepeat packing through van der Waals contacts and hydrogen bond networks, respectively [Supplemental Fig. 3A]. The tip of repeat 3 is part of the surface crevice formed by the noncanonical packing of the second and third repeats discussed above [Supplemental Fig. 3B]. As observed with Pr65A, protein–protein interaction sites on helical repeat proteins are often associated with a divergence from a canonical repeat structure, and these regions tend to exhibit higher sequence conservation due to intermolecular contacts and the requirement to maintain the precise structural framework that supports these contacts. Thus, the tip of repeat 3 may have a function in protein–protein interactions, although, given the extent of conservation throughout the surface band of
The protease-sensitive NTD–CTD linker that was deleted from the crystallized scTel2 exhibits overall low sequence conservation, but a cluster of acidic residues (residues 418–427 in scTel2) present in most Tel2 orthologs may be important for Tel2 function. In addition, the length of the linker and the resulting spatial separation of the NTD and the CTD may be important for Tel2 function as well.

The scTel2 NTD binds directly to Tti1–Tti2 complex
To investigate whether the conserved regions of the scTel2 structure are involved in protein–protein interactions, we first sought to identify components of the Tel2 complex that may interact directly with Tel2. We chose to test the Tti1–Tti2 complex, as it is present in Tel2 complexes isolated from both fission yeast and mammalian cells [Fig. 1C; Hayashi et al. 2007]. Figure 5C shows that the insect cell-expressed and purified Tti1–Tti2 complex binds to GST-scTel2 but not GST when an equimolar mixture of the proteins is isolated using glutathione beads. We then tested the individual NTD and CTD domains of scTel2 and found that the Tti1–Tti2 complex can bind to the GST-NTD but not the GST-CTD fusion proteins. Although we cannot rule out a contribution by the CTD, these data indicate that the major Tti1–Tti2-binding site resides within the NTD.
we made the Leu333-to-Gln and Met345-to-Glu (L333Q/M345E) double mutation in the context of full-length scTel2. This double mutation does not noticeably affect the overall structure and stability of scTel2, as the insect cell-expressed mutant protein has overexpression levels, solubility, and a gel filtration chromatography profile comparable with those of wild-type scTel2 [data not shown]. Yet, in the GST pull-down assay, the GST-Tel2L333Q/M345E double mutant binds substantially lower amounts of the Tti1–Tti2 complex [Fig. 5C, cf. “bound” lanes 6 and 9, and “unbound” lanes 5 and 8]. This indicates that the last NTD helical repeat is involved in Tti1–Tti2 binding, providing one explanation for its relatively high level of conservation.

The Tti1–Tti2-binding site of Tel2 is important for its in vivo function

To examine the role of the Tti1–Tti2-binding site at the conserved NTD patch, we tested mouse Tel2 point mutants for their ability to complement phenotypes associated with Tel2 deletion from MEFs [Fig. 5D–G]. For this, we mutated mouse Tel2 at Leu395 (corresponding to yeast Leu333), Met407 (corresponding to yeast Met345), and Leu424 (corresponding to yeast Leu356, immediately after the end of the last NTD repeat), alone or in combinations. As shown previously, deletion of Tel2 from MEFs results in a proliferation defect, diminished ATM, mTOR, and ATR protein levels, a deficiency in the response to UV- or IR-induced DNA damage, and diminished mTOR signaling [Takai et al. 2007]. Each of these phenotypes was rescued when the Tel2-deficient cells were complemented with the wild-type Tel2 [Fig. 5D–G]. When introduced as single-point mutants, the L395Q, M407E, and L424R alleles were indistinguishable from wild type, rescuing these phenotypes. We note, however, that the exogenous Tel2 in these experiments is expressed at subreproducible levels compared with those of the endogenous Tel2 [Fig. 5D,G]. The Tel2L333Q/M345E double mutant had an intermediate phenotype, failing to fully restore levels of the PIKKs, checkpoint function, and mTOR signaling, and only partially restoring the proliferation defect. Interestingly, the M407E/L424R double mutant exhibited a mixed phenotype. It failed to fully restore ATM and ATR levels, and consequently had a checkpoint defect [Fig. 5D,E]. Both the phosphorylation of Chk2 in response to IR, a readout for ATM activity, and the phosphorylation of Chk1 after UV, reporting on ATR activity, were strongly diminished [Fig. 5E]. However, this double mutant largely restored mTOR levels and signaling and rescued the growth defect [Fig. 5F,G]. Thus, the M407E/L424R mutant of Tel2 appears to be a dissociation-of-function mutant that is proficient with regard to mTOR but impaired with regard to ATM and ATR [Fig. 5D,E]. Such dissociation-of-function mutants were previously invoked to explain the pleomorphic phenotypes of the various point mutations in the Tel2/Clk-2 genes of worms and yeast [Takai et al. 2007]. One possible explanation for this may be that the conformational maturation of ATM and ATR is more critically dependent on the full function of the Tel2 complex compared with that of mTOR.

Discussion

Taken together, our data suggest that the PIKKs depend on Hsp90 and Tel2–Tti1–Tti2 for their maturation. In vivo labeling showed that the PIKKs bind to Tel2 soon after their synthesis in a manner that is dependent on Hsp90 function. The formation of three PIKK complexes—TORC1, TORC2, and the ATR–ATRIP complex—was impaired when Tel2 was absent or when Hsp90 was inhibited. Once mature, the PIKK complexes were no longer associated with Tel2. Tel2 mutants defective in Tti1–Tti2 binding were impaired in their ability to rescue the growth and checkpoint defects associated with deletion of Tel2 from MEFs, indicating that the function of Tel2 in the mTOR, ATM, and ATR pathways also requires the Tti1–Tti2 complex. The Tel2 complex also contains Hsp90, Hsp70, and Hsp40. It is likely that Tel2 and Hsp90 act in concert to mediate the maturation of mTOR and ATR, allowing these kinases to form functional complexes with their specific interacting partners. We propose that Tel2–Tti1–Tti2 and Hsp90 similarly promote the maturation of the other PIKKs.

The nature of the maturation reaction Hsp90 catalyzes is not well understood, although it is thought to occur after the initial folding process. In general, Hsp90 clients are proteins that are not yet fully active, due to either the absence of a binding partner/substrate required for activation or the lack of post-translational modification. With the nuclear hormone receptors, which are delivered to Hsp90 through the action of Hsp70, the Hsp90 complex is required to keep a large hydrophobic cavity in the ligand-binding domain (LBD) in a conformation that can bind to the hormone [Young et al. 2001; Wandinger et al. 2008]. With conventional Ser/Thr kinase clients, an Hsp90 complex that contains the kinase domain-specific Cdc37 co-chaperone is required for the production of active forms of the kinases, although the manifestations of Hsp90 action differ with different kinases [Young et al. 2001; Wandinger et al. 2008]. With conventional Ser/Thr kinase clients, an Hsp90 complex that contains the kinase domain-specific Cdc37 co-chaperone is required for the production of active forms of the kinases, although the manifestations of Hsp90 action differ with different kinases [Young et al. 2001; Wandinger et al. 2008]. With Cdk4, Hsp90 is required for the eventual assembly with the requisite Cyclin D subunit, whereas, with monomeric kinases such as Raf and Akt, it may be required prior to a regulatory phosphorylation that causes a conformational change and activates the kinase. A distinct category of clients involves certain destabilized proteins such as the oncoprotein v-src, whose mutation results in reduced thermodynamic stability compared with the nonclient c-src [Wandinger et al. 2008].

Our findings that the Tel2–Tti1–Tti2 complex is required for the assembly of mTOR and ATR with their
respectively. The action of Cdc37 in the activation of Ser/Thr kinases. Like Cdc37, Tel2–Tt1–Tt2 complex may not only help recruit PIKKs to Hsp90 complexes, but also may affect the Hsp90 ATPase cycle in a manner that is optimal for this specific class of substrates (Gray et al. 2008). However, while Cdc37 specifically associates with the catalytic domain of Ser/Thr kinases, several studies have shown that it is the PIKK helical repeat regions, often involving multiple discontinuous segments, that the Tel2–Tt1–Tt2 complex associates with [Takai et al. 2007; Anderson et al. 2008]. This suggests that the action of Tel2–Tt1–Tt2 involves, at least in part, a property of the PIKK helical repeat regions.

One unique property of helical repeat proteins may be their folding process. Unlike globular proteins, where a unit of up to 250 amino acids folds cooperatively (Garel 1992), the folding of very large solenoid proteins may be nucleated at multiple positions and proceed sequentially along the primary sequence [Andrade et al. 2001a]. Nevertheless, as in globular proteins, solenoid proteins may also have interactions between helical repeats that are distant from each other in the primary sequence, and this feature may be common in PIKKs. Electron microscopy (EM) reconstructions of ATM and mTOR [Llorca et al. 2003; Adami et al. 2007], and the 6.6 Å structure of DNA-PKcs [Sibanda et al. 2009], exhibit large globular-like regions that would require a number of interactions between nonsequential segments involving not only the helical repeats, but the C-terminal PI3K-like kinase domain as well. In fact, crystal structures of PI3Ks show interactions between the kinase domain and helical repeat segments [Amzel et al. 2008]. Since such interactions are likely to involve, at least in part, hydrophobic residues, the Hsp90–Tel2 chaperone system may prevent the aggregation of locally folded helical segments with exposed hydrophobic regions until all of the interacting segments—and in particular the C-terminal kinase domain—are synthesized, have completed their local folding, and are able to make intramolecular interactions. In this respect, the requirement of Hsp90 for the association of mTOR and ATR with their binding partners may reflect an indirect role where the PIKK has to complete its overall folding before it can bind to its partner. Additionally, the Hsp90–Tel2–Tt1–Tt2 complex may also help sequester exposed hydrophobic regions on the PIKK helical repeats to which Raptor and ATRIP bind [Kim et al. 2002, Ball et al. 2005].

Materials and methods

Cell culture

Tel2-inducible knockout mice were generated as described [Takai et al. 2007]. Tel2Δ191–297 mice were crossed with R26Cre-ERT transgenic mice [B6;129-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm1(Cre/ERTm1Nat)]. Tel2Δ191–297 mice were isolated from 13.5-d embryos and maintained in DMEM supplemented with 15% fetal calf serum (FCS), 1 mM sodium pyruvate, 100 U of penicillin, and 0.1 μg of streptomycin per milliliter; 0.2 mM L-glutamine, and 0.1 mM nonessential amino acids, and then immortalized by infection with retroviral SV40-LT. Transformed MEFs and HeLa S3 and HTC75 cells were cultured in the same media with 10% FCS without sodium pyruvate. HeLa S3 cells in suspension culture were maintained in Joklik’s medium [M0518, Sigma] with 10% FBS. To induce Cre-recombinase-mediated Tel2 gene deletion, MEFs were incubated for 5 h with 0.5 μM 4-OHT [Sigma].

Immunoblotting and antibodies

Cells were harvested by trypsinization, lysed in 2× Laemmli buffer [100 mM Tris-HCl at pH 6.8, 200 mM DTT, 4% SDS (w/v), 20% glycerol, 0.05% bromophenol blue] at 1×10^6 cells per microliter, denatured for 10 min at 80°C, sheared with an insulin syringe, and resolved on SDS/PAGE gels using the equivalent of 2×10^5 cells per lane. After immunoblotting, the membranes were blocked in PBS/0.1% Tween-20 with 5% nonfat dry milk, and primary antibodies were incubated in PBS/0.1% Tween-20 with 0.1%–5% nonfat dry milk. Anti-mTel2 mouse polyclonal antibody and anti-hTel2C were described before [Takai et al. 2007]. Anti-hTt1 and anti-hTt2 mouse polyclonal antibodies were produced using bacterial GST-tagged full-length hTel2 and hTt2 proteins after the removal of GST tag. The antisera were used without further purification. Additional antibodies were ATM and MAT3 [Sigma], phospho-ATM [Cell Signaling Technology]; ATR and N-19 [Santa Cruz Biotechnology]; DNA-PKcs and Ab-4 [Lab Vision]; mTOR [Cell Signaling Technology]; Chk1 [Santa Cruz Biotechnology]; Chk1 pS345 [Cell Signaling Technology]; Chk2 [BD Biosciences]; γ-tubulin [GTU-88, Sigma]; Reptin [TIP49b, BD Transduction Laboratories]; Hsp90 [HSP9, Abcam]; Hsp70 [BD Biosciences]; Hsp40 [HD2, Abcam]; PIH1D1 [Abcam], and p70-S6K pT389 [Cell Signaling Technology].

Recombinant proteins

ATM and mTOR cDNA fragments coding amino acids 1690–2120 and 2000–2549, respectively, were amplified by PCR using human ATM and rat mTOR cDNAs as templates, cloned into pGEX-4T-2. These fragments contain the epitopes for the antibodies for ATM and mTOR used for quantitative immunoblotting. The recombinant GST fusion proteins were purified as described previously [Takai et al. 2007]. N-terminally His6-tagged hTel2 cloned in pBacPac was purified as described [Takai et al. 2007]. Proteins were resolved by SDS-PAGE and stained with SimplyBlue SafeStain [Invitrogen].

Proteomic analysis

Isolation of the human Tel2, Tt1, and Tt2 complex was performed by Flag-HA tandem affinity purification from 1×10^9 HeLa S3 cells expressing N-terminal Flag-[HA]-tagged hTel2, hTt1, and hTt2. HeLa S3 cells were collected, rinsed in cold PBS, and disrupted by homogenization in 1 mL of lysis buffer (40 mM HEPES at pH 7.5, 120 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1 mM EDTA, 5 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 1 mM PMSE, 1× Complete protease inhibitor mix, 1× PhosSTOP phosphatase inhibitor mix [Roche] on ice. The lysate was cleared by centrifugation at 16,000g for 15 min at 4°C. Sequential IPs were done with anti-Flag M2 beads and elution with 3×Flag peptide [Sigma], followed by anti-HA beads and elution with HA peptide [Roche]. Eluted proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE (8%–16% gradient, Invitrogen), visualized by Coomassie Blue Staining Kit [Invitrogen], excised, and subjected to trypsin digestion. The resulting peptides were extracted and identified by MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry at the Rockefeller University Proteomics Resource Center.
Metabolic labeling

Mouse ATRPF, Raptor, and G68 were amplified by PCR and cloned into a pBabe-NFlag retrovirus vector. 1.5 × 10^6 cells were plated per 10-cm dish 1 d prior to the labeling. Cells were rinsed with methionine and cystine [met-cys]-free DMEM (#21013-024, Gibco) three times and incubated with 4 mL of labeling medium [met/cys-free DMEM, 10% dialyzed FBS, 2 mM L-glutamine] containing 0.1 mM cis/Cys[53]-met/cys mix (EasyTag EXPRESS 53 Protein labeling mix, NE877207MM, Ferkin-

Tel2CTD (residues 387–688) were expressed as GST fusion proteins in baculovirus-infected insect cells. Tel2 NTD (residues 1–386) and S. cerevisiae Tti1 (GenBank ID: NP_012892) and Tti2 (GenBank ID: NP_012670) were amplified from S. cerevisiae genomic DNA. His-tagged Tti1 and GST-tagged Tti2 were coexpressed in insect cells and purified with a similar protocol as Tel2.

Crystallization and structure determination

Crystallization trials were carried out with scTel2 expressed in insect cells using a baculovirus vector, as human Tel2 had very limited solubility and was prone to aggregation [data not shown]. Because full-length yeast Tel2 failed to produce crystals in extensive trials, limited proteolysis was used to probe the domain organization of the protein. These experiments revealed the presence of two regions that are highly susceptible to proteolysis. Digestion of the first region (residues 387–427) resulted in the chromatographic separation of the flanking N-terminal and C-terminal structured portions. This suggested that the first protease-sensitive region is a flexible linker that links two independently folded structural domains that either are not interacting or are interacting weakly. In contrast, digestion of the second region (residues 550–610) did not result in the dissociation of the flanking structured regions in a variety of chromatographic fractionation experiments, suggesting that this region is a large unstructured or loosely folded loop emanating from a structural domain. Both protease-sensitive regions are poorly conserved relative to the rest of the protein, and consist predominantly of polar and charged residues [Supplemental Fig. 2]. Crystals were obtained using a scTel2 internal deletion mutant lacking only the first protease-sensitive region (residues 387–427).

Crystals were grown by the hanging drop vapor diffusion method at 4°C by mixing a 10 mg/mL preparation of scTel2 in 20 mM Tris-HCl, 400 mM NaCl, and 5 mM DTT [pH 8.0] with the well solution containing 0.1 M Tris-HCl, 7% (w/v) poly-

Protein expression and purification

Saccharomyces cerevisiae Tel2 (GenBank ID: NP_011613) was amplified from genomic DNA (Novagen). All point mutants and internal deletion constructs of Tel2 were generated by overlap PCR. GST-tagged S. cerevisiae Tel2 proteins were expressed in baculovirus-infected insect cells. Tel2^{NTD} [residues 1–386] and Tel2^{CTD} [residues 387–688] were expressed as GST fusion proteins in Escherichia coli. The cells are lysed at 4°C in 20 mM Tris-HCl, 500 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 10 mM DTT, 1 mM PMSE, and 1 µg/mL each aprotinin, leupeptin, and pepstatin [pH 8.0]. They were first purified by glutathione affinity chromatography followed by TEV cleavage of the GST tag, then by anion exchange and gel filtration chromatography. The S. cerevisiae
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In vitro binding assay

Five micromolar GST or GST-tagged Tel2 was incubated with 6 μM Tct1–Tct2 complex on ice for 10 min in 20 μL of binding buffer consisting of 20 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, and 5 mM DTT (pH 8.0) prior to addition of 20 μL of glutathione Sepharose beads. After 30 min of shaking at 4°C, the beads were spun down, and the supernatant was removed (labeled as unbound [U] fraction in Fig. 5C). The beads were washed twice with 1 mL of binding buffer, and the bound proteins were eluted in 20 μL of binding buffer with 20 mM GSH. Ten percent of input [I] and 5 μL of unbound [U] and bound [B] fractions were analyzed using a Coomassie-stained SDS-PAGE gel.
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